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ABSTRACT

A 100 percent passive magretic bearing flywheel rig employing no active control components was designed,
constructed, and tested. The suspension of the rotor was provided by two sets of radial permanent magnetic

bearings operating in the repalsive mode. The axial support was provided by jewel bearings on both ends of the
rotor. The rig was successfully operated to speeds of 5500 rpm, which is 65 percent above the first critical speed

of 3336 rpm. Operation was not continued beyond this point because of the excessive noise generated by the air
impeller and because of inadequate containment in case of failure. Radial and axial stiffnesses of the permanent

magnetic bearings were experimentally measured and then compared to finite element results. The natural
damping of the rotor was me lsured and a damping coefficient was calculated.

INTRODUCTION

Actively controlled magnetic bearings are used by industry for rotor levitation. Active magnetic

bearings have the disadvant lge of requiring complicated control hardware, such as digital signal processors,
amplifiers, digital-to-analog converters, analog-to-digital converters, and software. Passive magnetic bearings

do not require this hardwaie; thereby they have the potential to increase system efficiency and reliability.
Another advantage of passive magnetic bearings is that larger rotor-stator gaps may be possible since the
current for active magnetic bearings is proportional to the square of the rotor-stator gap.

The disadvantages of passive magnetic bearing are that they typically have lower stiffness and lower
damping than similar size active magnetic bearings. The stiffness and damping are not adjustable '_on-the-fly,"
therefore active vibration comrol cannot be used with passive magnetic bearings.

Passive magnetic bearing systems must have sufficient stiffness and damping built in to allow them to

perform over their entire operating range. There have been previous studies on passive bearing systems. Passive
magnetic levitation of at least one degree of freedom has been achieved using (I) permanent magnets (Fremerey

(2000), Ohji et al (1999), and Jansen and DiRusso (1996)); (2) passive electrodynamic effects (Ting and Tichy
(1992), Post et al. (1997), ard Post and Ryutov (1997)); (3) superconductors (Hull et al. (1994), Mulcahy et al.
(1999), and Hull and Turner (2000)); and, (4) diamagnetic materials (Geim et al. (1999)). Flywheels have been

built and tested using several of these types of passive magnetic levitation systems. They seem well suited since
high positional accuracy of the rotor and high stiffness values are not typically required in flywheels.

A few studies haw also been published on the stiffness and damping of passive magnetic bearing

systems. (1) Ohji et al. (199k) investigated the radial disturbance attenuation characteristics of horizontal- and
vertical-shaft machines supported radially by permanent magnetic beatings. (2) Fremerey (2000) used
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permanentmagneticbearingswitheddy-currentdampingtolevitatea500Whrenergystorageflywheelforan
uninterruptiblepowersupply.(3)Satohetal.(1996)usedamechanicaldamperattachedtothestatormagnetsin
asystemwithfouraxesthatarepassivelylevitated.(4)JansenandDiRusso(1996)measuredthestiffnessand
dampingof a ferrofluidstabilizer,andthestiffnessof permanentmagneticbearings.A ferrofluidstabilizer
consistsofanaxiallymagnetizeddiskmagnetinacavitycontainingaferrofluid.

Jewelbearingsarewidelyusedinelectricalmeasuringinstrumentssuchasgalvanometers,ammeters,
andenergymeasuringmeters.A jewelbearingconsistsof aballthatspinsonanaxisperpendicularto the
contactarea.Jewelbearingshavebeentreatedanalyticallyandexperimentally.SankarandTzenovmodeledthe
motionaccuracyof ajewelbearing(1994a)anddetermineditssteady-statedynamicsusingafreeballandits
motionduetofriction(1994b).

SpinningballcontactofjewelbearingswasexperimentallystudiedattheGlennResearchCenter in the

late 60's and early 70's. A series of papers were written on the spinning ball contact. Townsend, Dietrich, and

Zaretsky (1969) included speed effects on ball spinning torque. Allen and Zaretsky (1970) proposed a
microasperity model for the elastohydrodynamic lubrication of a spinning ball on a flat surface. Dietrich,
Parker, and Zaretsky (1968) studied the effect of ball-race conformity on spinning friction. Townsend and

Zaretsky (1970) studied the effects on ball spinning torque of antiwear and extreme-pressure additives in a

synthetic paraffinic lubricant. Allen, Townsend, and Zaretsky (1973) proposed a new generalized rheological
model for lubrication of a ball spinning in a nonconforming groove.

The objective of this study was to demonstrate the potential of a simple system that uses only passive
components that could be used for flywheels on unmanned satellites. The approach was to use passive magnetic
bearings for radial bearing support and jewel beatings for axial support.

BACKGROUND

Earnshaw's Theorem (Earnshaw, 1842) states that if inverse-square-law forces govern a group of
charged particles, they can never be in stable equilibrium. The theorem is based on the consequence that the

inverse-square-law forces follow the Laplace partial differential equation. Since the solution of this equation
does not have any local maxima or minima and only saddle-type equilibrium points exist, there can be no
equilibrium. The theorem usually applies to charged particles and magnetic dipoles but also can be extended to

solid magnets. Thus, this theorem explains why it is impossible to have a completely 3 dimensionally stable
passive magnetic bearing using only the forces of static fields of permanent magnets.

There are five known cases where Earnshaw's Theorem does not apply: (1) time- varying fields,
(2) active-feedback systems, (3) diamagnetic systems, (4) ferrofluids, and (5) superconductors. Active feedback
control is the most commonly used method to circumvent Earnshaw's Theorem.

The method used by Jansen and DiRusso (1996) was to use a ferrofluid stabilizer. A ferrofluid is a

fluid that contains chemically suspended iron-oxide-magnetic particles. The addition of these particles causes

the fluid to have magnetic properties. A ferrofluid stabilizer is based upon the interaction between a permanent
magnet and a magnetic fluid. A magnet immersed in a ferrofluid will seek an equilibrium position within the

magnetic fluid. If the magnet is displaced from its equilibrium position, a restoring force will result. This type
of system is stable in all axes, however the load capacity is minimal. To increase the load capacity, a ferrofluid

stabilizer was constructed using a restricted cavity for the magnetic fluid. The magnet geometry was optimized
in order to increase the restoring force in one axis relative to the other two translational axes.

To stabilize the passive radial magnetic bearing that was built by Jansen and DiRusso (1996), two
permanent magnetic disks were mounted on a rotor and two annular magnetic rings were mounted on a stator.
The disks were located concentrically within the rings. The outer face of the disk and the inner face of the ring
have the same magnetic polarity, which results in a repulsive magnetic force and suspends the rotor. These

disks were coupled with a ferrofluid stabilizer on each end of the shaft. This arrangement resulted in a very

stable passive magnetic bearing (Figure 1). Hqwever, because of the high viscosity of the ferrofluid, there was
considerable drag on rotation. Therefore, the bearing could not be used for high-speed applications. However,
the bearing does show promise for use with small oscillations and for use as a vibration isolation device.

Jansen and Fusaro initiated the second design. The same type of radial support was used, but a jewel

bearing provided the axial support. A photo of this bearing is shown in Figure 2. The bearing was an
improvement over the first design, but there was still considerable torque loss on rotation.
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Forthisconceptto worka moreprecisewayof aligningtheradialmagnetswouldhaveto be
developed.A redesignprogramwasinitiatedwhichresultedin thedesigndescribedin thispaper,whichisa
redesignofbearinginFigure2.

Figure1.Pas_,ivemagneticbeatingusingferrofluidstabilizersforthe axial stabilization.

Figure 2. Fassive magnetic suspension using jewel beatings for axial stabilization.

DESCRIPTION OF REDESIGNED RIG

The redesigned rig. shown in Figure 3, is an improvement over the previous two rigs in that it
incorporates a precise method of aligning the position of the radial magnetic bearings to minimize the axial
force. In the two previous designs, the magnetic bearing stators were held by slide fits on the base and

alignment was performed b3 moving the magnetic bearing stators by hand (Figures 1 and 2). In the redesign,
load cells were positioned lcehind each jewel bearing to measure the axial load whereas in the previous two

designs no load cells were incorporated. To accomplish this precise alignment, the entire rotor axis of the
support base is internally thieaded. This allowed the externally threaded stator magnets to be moved along the
axis of the rotor during ass_ mbly and during fine adjustment of the axial force. Since the threads have little

backlash, and the support ba,.e and the rotor are stiff, precise alignment is possible.
In the ferrofluidic-,tabilized rig shown in Figure 1, each radial magnetic bearing was formed by a

single magnet on the stator and a single magnet on the rotor. In the first jewel bearing rig (Figure 2), each
magnetic bearing is formed by a stack of two magnets on the stator and two on the rotor. There was a problem

aligning the magnetic forces of the rig in Figure 2 so the rotor was never properly positioned. In the redesigned
rig, each magnetic bearing is formed by a stack of four magnets on the stator and four on the rotor.

The redesigned rig has a higher radial bearing stiffness than either two previous designs, because of the

different radial magnetic bearing design and the use of magnets with a higher energy product. The redesigned
rig also has a means of turni_g the rotor (an air impeller), whereas the previous two did not.
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A schematicofthepassivemagneticbearingrig is shown in Figure 4. The support base is made of a
single piece of aluminum alloy. The rest of the rig consists of two passive magnetic beatings, a wheel, jewel

bearings on both ends of the rotor, and an air impeller. The two sets of permanent magnetic bearings operating
in the repulsion mode provide levitation in the radial direction. The axial movement of the rotor is constrained

by two jewel bearings. Jewel beatings were placed on both ends of the rotor to allow for force reversal.

Figure 3. Photographic image of the redesigned jewel bearing rig showing improvements over previous designs.

Permanent magnetic bearing-_

Air impeller-_

Permanent Wheel __._'_

magnetic _ _--_ _ _,

Figure 4. Schematic view of passive magnetic beating rig. The permanent magnetic beatings and
jewel bearing assembly at the near end were sectioned for clarity.
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Therotorshaftwasmadeofnonmagneticstainlesssteel.Thewheel,permanentmagneticbearingsand
anairimpellerwereslipfit overtherotorshaftandrestrainedaxiallybyretainingrings.Eachendoftherotor
hasaballretainertoholdth(3.175mm(0.125inch)diameterballusedinthejewelbearing.Theballretaineris
heldtotherotorbythreadsentherotorbore.ThearrangementofcomponentsontherotorisshowninFigure5.

Figure6 depictsthepermanentmagnetbearingassembly.The magnets were axially magnetized,

meaning the poles are on the fiat sides the magnets. A separate magnet stack was attached to the rotor and to the
stator. Four magnet rings c)mprise each magnet stack. The poles of the magnets were oriented so that the

stationary magnets and the r)tating magnets repel each other when the non-rotating and the rotating sleeves are

axially aligned.
Neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeBI magnets were used, having a nominal BH product of 35 MGOe

(Gauss-Oersted xl06). The dimensions of the rotating and stationary magnets are as follows. The OD of the

rotating magnet is 45.7 mm 1.800 in) and the ID is 31.8 mm (1.250 in). The stationary magnet OD is 61.0 mm
(2.400 in) and the ID is 483 mm (1.900 in). The thickness of magnet rings used in both stacks is 5.08 mm
(0.200 inch). Therefore, tLe total axial thickness of the magnets in each stack is nominally 20.3 mm

(0.800 inch).
Both the non-rotating and the rotating sleeves were made of nonmagnetic stainless steel. The stacks of

magnets and the noncondu_tive spacers were connected together with epoxy in their mounting sleeve. The

magnets were stacked with like poles adjacent to each other (NS-SN-NS-SN) and permanently locked in place
with epoxy. During the asse nbly process each magnet was coated with epoxy and put in the sleeve along with
the nonconductive spacers and the sleeve end ring. An arbor press was used to provide the force to hold the

magnets in the sleeve while press pins could be installed in the sleeve end ring. Once the sleeves were
assembled, a thin coat of epoxy was also applied to the free surface of the magnets to prevent the magnets from

oxidizing.

0 58mm 110mm 192mm 263mm 320mm

Mag bearingMag bearing Air
rotor impeller Wheel rotor

Rotor shaft Ball of jewel bearing

Figure 5. Schematic orotor that shows the location of components. The total mass of the rotor is 2.26 kg.
The diameter of the wheel is 102 mm.

/-- Slatiorary

Nonrotatlng _ /' magnets
Sleeve _ /

/

\ _ _ Sleeve

end rlFig

/,' /_ _ Sleeve

!i? _ encl ring

Noncoqduct,ve __,\_ Rotat,qg

_ _magnets

_pacer _

sleeve

Figure 6. Sectioned view ofpe_anent magnetic bearing assembly. There are two of these assemblies attached to the rotor.
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TheODof the nonrotating magnet sleeve was threaded. These threads fit the threading along the rotor
axis of the support base, allowing the stator magnets to be moved axially. The stator magnet sleeve was rotated

by inserting a O4.75mm rod into a hole on the end of this sleeve. The rod was turned until the stationary sleeve
was positioned over the rotating sleeve. The stator magnets were adjusted to minimize the axial force before
operation.

The rotating and stationary magnets had a nominal 1.27 mm (0.05 inch) radial gap. The nonconductive
spacers on the rotor and the stator were axially aligned and have a 0.76 mm (0.03 inch) nominal gap. This

smaller clearance was to prevent the rotor and stator magnets from contacting during installation and operation.
A schematic of the jewel bearing assembly is shown in Figure 7. The jewel bearing on each end of the

rotor consisted of a removable 3.175 mm (0.125 inch) diameter SisN4 ball held in the ball retainer in the center

of the rotor shaft. About 0.50 mm (0.02 inch) of the ball extends beyond the surface of the ball retainer. The ball
spins against the stationary 440C stainless steel disk of the jewel bearing. The surface of the disk was

perpendicular to the axis of the rotor. A piezoelectric load cell measures the load of the jewel bearing contact.
An air impeller drives the shaft. The air impeller is a disk with blind holes drilled on both sides. One

air stream is directed to either side of the disk to minimize the radial force on the rotor. The blind holes catch
the air, and rotate the rotor.

Ball of iewel bearing Conical Backup,  -su ace
Disk of jewel _. __bearing

Load cell

, Shaft of

rotor

Ball
retainer

Threaded rod

Figure 7. Jewel bearing assembly applied to each end of the rotor. The ball of the jewel bearing
rotates against the stationary disk of the jewel bearing during operation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spin Testing

The rotor was spun by using an air impeller. A 120-psig-air line was connected to a pressure regulator
leading to the air impeller. Adjusting the flow rate of the compressed air against the impeller could control the

rotational speed of the bearing. A stroboscope was used to monitor the rotational speed.

Testing consisted of slowly increasing the speed. The speed was gradually increased to 5500 rpm and
the bearing ran very smoothly over the entire speed range. It was stopped at this point only because of the loud
noise generated by the compressed air and also, for safety (there was not any shielding around the bearing).

Other than these two reasons, there was nothing observed that would have prevented the bearing from being run
at much higher speeds.

The rotor passed through a critical speed at 3336 rpm, but no resonant vibrations were observed. This

critical speed was found by impact testing of the rotor and is discussed later in the paper. The tests were
repeated a second time and still no vibrations were observed.

Radial and Axial Stiffnesses of Bearings

The procedure for experimentally measuring the radial magnetic bearing stiffness was to direct the

axial force to one jewel bearing by adjusting the magnetic bearing stators. The disk part of the jewel bearing at
the other end of the rotor was removed so that the rotor was free to rotate about the contacting jewel bearing.
Two dial indicators were contacted against the shaft to measure the radial deflection. One dial indicator was

positioned 40 mm from the free end of the rotor. The other dial indicator was positioned 25mm from the
contacting jewel bearing. The rotor was deflected by adding weights to the shaft near the free end. The

deflections of both dial indicators were recorded as a function of applied load. The moments about the existing
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jewel bearing were computed for each load applied and these were used to calculate the stiffness of the passive

magnetic bearings. Analysis of the two dial indicator readings showed that the ball of the jewel bearing was not

laterally displaced when the weights were loaded on the rotor. The force versus deflection characteristics of one

passive magnetic bearing wa _ calculated from the load versus deflection curve.

To predict the stiffness of the permanent magnetic bearing by the finite element method, a finite

element model was made for the permanent magnet rings. The model had 77760 linear brick elements as shown

in Figure 8. A magnetostatic solver was used to compute the distribution of the magnetic field. The Maxwell

stress tensor was integrated cver the surface of the four inner ring magnets to calculate the force on them.

Figure 9 shows the displacement as a function of radial load for the finite element and experimental

data. In order to compare the experimental and the finite element results, linear regression curve fits were

performed. The slope of the experimental curve is 1.78x105 N/m (l.02x103 lbf/in). The slope of the finite

element curve is 1.87x105 N,'m (l.07x103 lbf/in). The radial stiffness found by the experimental method is about

5.2 percent less than the finit._ element prediction. This is considered very good agreement.

The radial stiffness per unit length of the magnet stack of each bearing was calculated by dividing the

experimental radial stiffness, 1.78x105 N/m (l.02x103 lbf/in) by the length of each magnet stack, 20.3ram

(0.800 in). This value is 8.76_106 (N/m)/m 1.27x103 (lbf/in)/in).

FigtLre 8. Finite element model offing magnets in magnetic bearing.
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To measure the axial stiffness, one non-rotating magnetic bearing sleeve was rotated by means of the

threading in the support base. This caused the magnet stacks to become axially displaced relative to each other.
This axial displacement was measured with a dial indicator. The axial load due to this displacement was

measured with the load cell positioned behind the disk of the jewel bearing. This procedure was repeated for a
number of different displacements and the data plotted in Figure 10. The figure shows that the axial load is a

linear function of displacement for this permanent magnetic bearing. A linear regression fit of the curve gave a
value of3.52x105 N/m (2.01xl03 lb,/in) for the axial stiffness of one bearing.

Application of Earnshaw's theorem implies that the axial stiffness should be exactly twice the radial
stiffness. Comparing the experimental axial stiffness of Figure l0 [3.52x105 N/m (2.01xl03 lbfCin)] to twice the
experimental radial stiffness of Figure 9 [ 1.78x105 N/m (l.02xl03 lb£in)] showed that the 2 to 1 ratio predicted
by Earnshaw's theorem is within 1.1 percent. This is considered very good agreement.
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Figure 10. Axial displacement as a function of axial load for one magnetic-bearing stator of the permanent magnetic bearing.

Damping
The procedure for measuring the free vibration history of the rotor was as follows. An axial force on

one of the jewel bearings was produced by misalignment of the stationary magnets and then rotating magnets of
the magnetic bearing. The disk of the jewel bearing at the unloaded end of the rotor was removed so that the
rotor was free to move about this end.. An accelerometer was attached to the rotor 25 mm from free end. To

excite the rotor, the wheel was struck radially with an impact hammer. Figure 11 gives the radial free vibration

history of the rotor as a function of time. The rotor was "pinned" against only one jewel bearing since during
operation only one jewel bearing is in contact. These conditions resulted in only one mode, not a bounce and a
tilt mode as would occur with "free-free" boundary conditions.

A radial damping coefficient was calculated from the logarithmic decrement and from the half-power
bandwidth methods. The natural logarithm of consecutive amplitude ratios is called the logarithmic decrement,

& equaling ln(xJx2), where xl and x2 are consecutive peak amplitudes. The log decrement is a measure of the

damping factor _ and it gives a convenient method to measure the damping in a system. The damping

coefficient is related to the log decrement, by g_-2r_/(l-_2 )0.5. Taking the log decrement of the first five peaks

in the time domain gives _=0.0649, or about 6.5 percent damping. The radial frequency response of the rotor is
shown in Figure 12. The first fundamental occurred at 55.6 Hz (3336 rpm). From the frequency response data,

the damping coefficient of the first fundamental was calculated by the half-power bandwidth method. The
damping coefficient of the first fundamental was found to be 0.069, close to the damping coefficient as found

by the logarithmic decrement method. Since no vibrations were observed on running the bearing through the
critical speed, 6.5 percent damping is adequate to control the rotor.
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Figure I 1. Ra.lial free vibration history of the rotor fiom an impact test. The vertical axis

is th : output of the accelerometer attached Io the free end of the rotor.
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Figure 12. Frequency response of the rotor that occurred from impact test.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A completely passive magnetic bearing rig was designed, constructed, and tested. Support of the rotor was

accomplished in the radial cirection by two sets of permanent magnetic bearings and in the axial direction by

two sets of jewel bearings. The following results were obtained.

1. The rig was success, fully operated to a speed of 5500 rpm, which was 65 percent above the first critical

speed.

2. The radial stiffness of one magnetic bearing was measured to be 1.78x105 N/m (1.02x103 lbf/in) which

was within 5 perc_nt of a finite element prediction. The measured stiffness was adequate for the

currently designed lotor.

3. The fact that experimental and finite element methods predictions agree demonstrate that finite

element methods can be used to accurately design the size and number of the magnets for the radial

support of the beari lgs.
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4. The radial damping for the first fundamental was measured to be 6.5 percent of critical damping. This
was adequate damping to pass through the first critical speed.

5. The axial stiffness was measured and was shown to be within 1 percent of twice the measured radial
stiffness. This is consistent with Earnshaw's theorem.
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